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MNI POLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS – US Daily Brief 14-01-22  
By Adam Burrowes 

 

The White House 

10:00 ET 

15:00 GMT 

 President Joe Biden’s Daily Brief 

12:30 ET 

17:30 GMT 

 

The President to speak on the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law. The President will give an 

update on progress made since the bill was signed. 

18:55 ET 

23:55 GMT 

The President arrives in Wilmington, Delaware  

 

Midterms Countdown: Texas primary: 46 days. Indiana and Ohio primaries: 109 days. The general 

election: 298 days. The 2024 election: 1,020 days 

Democrat News 

Nordstream 2 

• The Senate has rejected Senator Ted’s Cruz’s (R-TX) bill to sanction the Russian 

gas pipeline Nordstream 2 by a 55-44 margin. Under Cruz’s bill, sanctions would 

have come into effect immediately to block the opening of the recently completely 

pipeline, linking Russia and Germany.  

• The rejection of the bill is a moderate success for President Joe Biden. The vote has 

freed up the Senate to confirm Biden’s diplomatic nominations blockaded by Cruz to 

force a vote on his sanctions bill.  

• There is broad bipartisan support for sanctions on Nordstream 2 and the result 

indicates that the alternate proposal for Nordstream 2 sanctions from Senator Robert 

Menendez (D-NJ) has support amongst the Democratic Caucus. Menendez stated 

on the floor that democrats want sanctions on Nordstream 2, but the Ted Cruz bill is 

not the appropriate way to do it.  

• The Menendez sanction proposal will compel sanctions upon Russia, and Russian 

President Vladimir Putin, in the event of an invasion of Ukraine. Menendez told the 

Senate yesterday that his sanctions would be the ‘harshest possible’ and effectively 

cut Russia out of the international system.  

Supreme Court Vaccine Mandates 

• The Supreme Court has blocked Joe Biden’s 'vaccine-or-test' mandate for private 

companies. The mandate required workers at businesses with 100 or more 

employees get vaccinated or present a weekly negative Covid test to enter the 

workplace. 
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• The Supreme Court issued this statement: ‘Although Congress has indisputably 

given OSHA the power to regulate occupational dangers, it has not given that agency 

the power to regulate public health more broadly, requiring the vaccination of 84 

million Americans, selected simply because they work for employers with more than 

100 employees, certainly falls in the latter category.’  

• Biden has said he is ‘disappointed’ the court’s decision to block ‘common-sense 

lifesaving requirements.’  

• In a separate decision, the Supreme Court has allowed vaccination mandates, with 

no testing exception, for healthcare workers at Medicare and Medicaid facility. 

Federal Reserve 

• Joe Biden has nominated Sarah Bloom Raskin for the Federal Reserve’s post as top 

banking regulator. It is predicted that Lisa Cook and Philip Jefferson will be appointed 

to the two open seats on the central bank’s Board of Governors. 

• Bloom Raskin’s nomination could indicate a firmer Federal Reserve position toward 

Wall Street in the future. 

Voter Rights 

• Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) has announced that the Senate will 

not meet this weekend, or Monday. Schumer has said that a Senate vote on voter 

rights would take place before Martin Luther King Day (Monday), but this will now be 

postponed due to Covid-19 related holdups, and bad weather in Washington.  

• Next week we will learn whether Schumer will put a vote to the Senate on bypassing 

the filibuster despite not having the full support of Senate Democrats.   

 

Republican News 

• On the Senate vote for Nordstream 2 sanctions here are the two Republican 

arguments for sanctioning Nordsteam 2: The first is that Russia uses control of 

energy supplies as a geopolitical weapon to coerce Europe and it should be a foreign 

policy priority of the US to find alternatives to Russian gas. 

• Senator Barasso (R-AL) said to the Senate floor that the US should block Russian 

gas entering Europe and instead promote supply from Central Asia and the 

Caucuses via the Southern Corridor pipelines, which bypass Russia.  

• Barasso further said that the US should supply LNG to Europe to fill demand left by a 

blockade on Russian gas. This would support the US domestic energy industry. 

• The second argument is that blocking Nordstream 2 would limit the likelihood of a 

Russian invasion of Ukraine by forcing Russia to continue selling gas via the 

Ukrainian pipeline system. It also makes an invasion detrimental as Russia would 

risk damaging their own critical energy infrastructure.  

• Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), the only Republican to vote against the bill, questioned 

the use of sanctions to resolve the Ukraine crisis, stating that the proposed sanctions 

were purely mercantile. He said that the threat of sanctioning the pipeline needed to 

be available as a tool to pressure Russia. He also claimed that Ted Cruz had not 
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adequately provisioned for the lifting of sanctions. Therefore, it could not be 

reasonably described as a diplomatic instrument.  

Congressional Business 

• The Senate will return to business on Tuesday to debate voter rights legislation. 

Schumer has restated that the Senate will vote on rules changes if (when) 

Republicans block the bill.  

• Schumer’s strategy is unclear as Senator’s Joe Manchin (D-WV) and Kyrsten 

Sinema (D-AZ) are no closer to agreeing to bypass the filibuster. In fact, Sinema 

spoke categorically on the floor yesterday that she would not bypass the filibuster, 

despite supporting the voter rights bill. 

Foreign Policy 

• Joe Biden’s National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan has spoken after a deterioration 

of talks with Russia. He said that the US is ‘ready either way’. They are prepared to 

continue talks with Russia, but also prepared to respond, ‘to a further Russian 

invasion of Ukraine.’  

• Sullivan said: ‘We have been very clear with Russia on the costs and consequences 

of further military action or destabilization.’ 

 

• The US will be closely monitoring deepening ties between Iran and China. A closer 

relationship between the two countries may undermine ongoing negotiations to 

reincorporate Iran the nuclear treaty scrapped by the Trump administration.  

 

• US Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo is planning to hold virtual talks with British 

officials about US steel and aluminium tariffs in the coming month. A US-EU deal 

now gives EU steelmakers a market price advantage over UK manufacturers. The 

UK will be hoping to renegotiate their tariffs of 25% on steel, and 10% on aluminium. 

Covid-19 

• The Omicron surge in Covid-19 hospitalisation is continuing to affect health care 

provision across the country. Nineteen states are operating at less than 15% 

remaining capacity in their intensive care units: Alabama, Arizona, Delaware, 

Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New 

Hampshire, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode 

Island, Texas, and Vermont. 

• The US government has outlined plans to mail one billion free tests to Americans 

who place orders on a website which launches next week. The government also has 

plans to supply free masks. 

 

Poll of the Day 

• The University of Massachusetts has released polling data from President Joe 

Biden’s first year in office. Two visualisations of the data are presented here. 
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Respondents to Umass were asked, 1: ‘What one word would you use to describe 

Joe Biden?’ 2: ‘What one word would you use to describe the U.S. Congress?’ 

• The first visualisation provides insight into persistent negative sentiment around his 

character and age. The second shows that the American people lack confidence in 

Congress, believing it to be divided and partisan. This is pertinent this week as the 

United States Senate comes into repeated partisan conflict over voter rights, the 

filibuster, and foreign policy.   

Chart 1: President Joe Biden One Word 

 

Source: umass 

Chart 2: Congress One Word 
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Source: Umass 
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